Protect what your business values most

Now that cybercriminal tools are so inexpensive, organizations are seeing a dramatic growth in security events and an increase in the likelihood of a targeted attack. We can add remote working and the proliferation of information exchange methods to the mix, and the fact that most of us have grown up online and have become complacent about safe cybersecurity practices. In this challenging environment, how can you be sure that you have the right security product for your business – one that will protect every element of your IT infrastructure against the most advanced cyberthreats, and ensure business continuity in a changing world, without blowing your budget?

Kaspersky Endpoint Security for Business delivers the full stack of ‘building blocks’ to deliver automated threat defense and systems hardening that scales with your business, safeguarding its continuity and assets. The results speak for themselves.

A perfect balance of performance and efficiency

Our adaptive technologies combine with a multi-layered approach to achieve the perfect balance of performance and protection efficiency.

Protect endpoints, servers and gateways
The world’s most tested, most awarded security technologies boost detection with minimal false positives to protect endpoints, servers and gateways.

Streamline security management and delegation
The unified console with a cloud-based or on-premise deployment model supports Active Directory integration, as well as Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) and customizable dashboards, so access can be streamlined in line with individual team member responsibilities.

Cut total cost of ownership and complexity
Forrester’s TEI report, based on customer interviews, confirms that Kaspersky customers experienced a ROI of 441% with our solution. With our new SaaS offering, we also take care of console upgrades and much more, at no extra cost, with the potential to deliver an even higher ROI. Our enterprise-grade cloud console lets you focus on security events, not on maintenance tasks.

Seamless digital transformation
Automated software deployment and smooth upgrades between product versions minimize the number of deployment status events, saving the time and expense of security professionals, who are freed up to focus on more important tasks.

Harden systems and boost productivity
Host Intrusion Prevention and cloud-enabled web, device and application controls with default deny all reduce your attack surface and help keep corporate resources under control, even outside your IT perimeter.

Spot more attacks and intrusions
Adaptive security protects user devices from targeted attacks which exploit unpatched vulnerabilities in OSs and other common applications. It also identifies abnormal behavior, automatically detecting and remediating targeted ransomware and fileless threats.

Save time by automating OS and software deployment tasks
Setting up new workstations in branches and home offices can be done remotely and automatically. You can also roll out and schedule new applications for automatic installation after-hours.

Simplify migration initiatives
Straightforward migration from third-party endpoint protection solutions helps ensure a smooth, error-free transition, while our post-deployment quality assurance audit service can checks that the configuration is correct.

Our knowledge is your power
Superior detection rates and built-in adaptive security enable you to respond fast to a significant numbers of attacks, decreasing your TCO and minimizing the number of events requiring human triaging.

Avoid expensive mistakes
Default security settings are optimized, and our built-in security advisor monitors modifications, alerting administrators to potentially costly errors.
Beyond endpoint protection – now and in the future

Based on unparalleled sources of real-time threat intelligence and machine learning, our technologies continually evolve, enabling you to secure what your business values most against the latest, most complex cyberthreats.

Recognized by decision-makers and industry leaders

Forget the marketing hype – listen to the recommendations of those who have already upgraded to Kaspersky Endpoint Security for Business, and are enjoying the benefits:

- Consistently outstanding protection – easy one-step upgrades ensure you’re always up-to-date and ready to counter the latest cyberthreats
- Maximizes the number of incidents processed, without increasing your staff costs
- Deeper integration of components – built in-house with decades of top ratings and independent verification
- Everything you need in a single purchase – transparent cost and licensing.

Experience it for yourself

Our strong focus on R&D allows us to deploy resources to what matters most, to deliver cost-effective protection technologies and incorporate so many technological innovations into our products. Why not experience adaptive protection against advanced threats targeting your business for yourself? Visit this page for a free 30-day trial of Kaspersky Endpoint Security for Business.

The bigger picture – Kaspersky IT security products for business

Endpoint protection, though critical, is just the beginning. Whether you operate a best-of-breed or single-source security strategy, Kaspersky offers products for hybrid cloud infrastructures and for legacy Windows XP systems that interlock or work independently, so you can pick and choose without sacrificing performance efficiency or freedom of choice. Learn more on our website.